Chevy camaro 2015

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Reliability indicates how models have performed
in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead.
These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers.
Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts
give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn
more about car Reliability. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you
feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access
your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need
further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Chevrolet
Camaro Change Vehicle. Pony car aficionados will easily identify the not-so-secret recipe for
the Chevrolet Camaro. Piles of go-power and cornering grip are packed into a rear-drive,
two-door sports coupe with racy styling providing as much appeal as the power. While the
V6-powered Camaro is no slouch, the 6. There are 2 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall
Reliability. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor.
Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric
System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics.
Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our
latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on
how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Once the engine is off, the vehicle can
lose power steering and power braking, increasing the risk of a crash. The air bags may not
deploy in a crash, increasing the risk of injury. Read Recall Details. General Motors LLC GM is
recalling certain replacement flip-key ignition transmitter assemblies sold as replacement
equipment for Chevrolet Camaro vehicles. GM dealers may have inadvertently sold these
assemblies as replacement keys despite them having been recalled under NHTSA recall number
14V GM number when they were the original equipment assemblies. The driver may accidentally
bump the ignition key with their knee, moving the ignition out of the run position and turning off
the engine. What should you do:. GM will notify owners, and dealers will inspect and, as
necessary, replace the key with the flat blade design, free of charge. Interim notices informing
owners of the safety risk were mailed November 6, Owners received a second notice and the
recall began February 4, Owners may contact Chevrolet customer service at GM's number for
this recall is N Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. In the event of a crash
necessitating deployment of one or both of the side impact air bags, the air bag's inflator may
rupture and the air bag may not properly inflate. The rupture could cause metal fragments to
strike the vehicle occupants, potentially resulting in serious injury or death. Additionally, if the
air bag does not properly inflate, the driver or passenger is at an increased risk of injury. The

affected vehicles have front seat-mounted side impact air bags whose inflator may rupture upon
its deployment. GM will notify owners, and dealers will replace the side impact air bag modules,
free of charge. The recall began on October 19, Owners may contact Buick customer service at ,
Chevrolet customer service at , Cadillac customer service at , or GMC customer service at GM's
number for this recall is Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle.
Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a
Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. When to this dealer to get
the truck I want to drive the truck but this people want to run the credit first before drive the
truck back customers experience I got for this people The car need to drive it first if I like it then
run my credit this people is scammers. I'm giving them five star because they were professional
when I spoke with them. What a great experience! Alex worked out a great deal for us. Our
family is so grateful. We drove seven hours to see the car, and we were not disappointed. Thank
you Alex and wish you great success! Car sold before I had a chance to see the car but they
were Very helpful and tried their hardest to get me in to see the car and work out a deal. Timely
response to my initial inquiry. However, my second inquiry has not produced a response. I
reached out to this dealership some time ago. Sales Representative, David kept me updated on
a Mini that caught my interest. The purchasing process was quick, and safe with Covid
precautions. I love my new car super clean and perfect for my needs. Thanks you all. The dealer
advertised a faulty car and it took them almost 5 days to refund my deposit. Overall a good
experience. Their finance department would not accept a check from my credit union which I
believe is because they wanted me to finance through them. But my salesman was good and
everything else went off without a hitch. Dealer called, asked questions about my trade - which I
answered including VIN and options. They then declined to give me an estimated trade in value
for my vehicle why ask the questions then? And more importantly they reported the listed truck
is not for sale nor availbe to be seen. That's the definition of a fake listing. To be clear - they
didn't say it was sold or was under deposit. They said it's not actually for sale, not on the lot.
Worked with Daniel, the salesman, he was very pleasant and personable. Everyone in the
building was very nice, asking if they could get us anything. We were there for a bit, negotiating,
but everyone was very helpful and pleasant. Ended up buying the car from them. They also put
in emission test and new battery if needed as the battery was dead when we arrived. They were
super friendly and very easy to work with. Quick sale. Best experience we have in the 4 days of
car shopping in Phoenix. These guys rock! We bought the van, it broke down a few miles later.
They had a flatbed there in 20 minutes. Took it back to their shop, called me the next morning
and repaired it at no cost! I definitely recommend them! Zero stars if I could. This dealer will list
a vehicle for one price on CarGurus and change the price with what they call reconditioning
charges. I can validate what others have said. This is not negotiable. I consider this practice as
deceptive. I was very disappointed with my inquiry. Responded quickly and well. Able to work
with me and knowledge of vehicle was pretty good. Not the best deal for me. Great experience!
They followed up my initial contact. Contacted me again, and sold me a car. I especially liked
their lower prices due to the Anti-Theft protection. Very personable. Very helpful staff at Howdy
Honda! Quick response to an excellent service! They have what's called upfront pricing and I
wasn't aware of that until later on. The Chevrolet Camaro is a well-rounded entry-level sports
car for those who want the look and feel of Detroit muscle with a relatively small commitment to
price and performance. The Camaro is offered as a coupe and a convertible with seating for four
passengers. The Camaro was first introduced for the model year, though it had a hiatus in
production after and a reintroduction for The current generation, which was redesigned in and
refreshed in , is currently available with 4-, 6-, and 8-cylinder engines. CarGurus gave the
Camaro an 8. Pros: The Camaro starts out affordable and can be equipped with a choice of
impressive powertrains, which makes it a good choice for buyers with a range of budgets. For ,
it received updated styling and technology. The current powertrain lineup consists of a
horsepower turbocharged 4-cylinder, a horsepower V6, a horsepower V8, and a horsepower
supercharged V8. Rear-wheel drive RWD is compulsory. A 6-speed manual transmission comes
standard, and 8- and speed automatics are available, depending on engine choice.
Fuel-economy ratings for the volume V6 and V8 models were on par with the previous
generation. From on, the Camaro was offered with a 3. With the automatic transmission, the V6
Camaro came in at 21 mpg combined, and the V8 delivered 19 combined. According to the
NHTSA, this generation was prone to quality issues with exterior lighting and faulty body welds.
The Chevrolet Camaro is a good choice for an affordable sports car, but there are others. The
Ford Mustang is a good example along with the Dodge Challenger , particularly among buyers
who favor American brands or vehicles with a strong Detroit heritage. From its debut as a model
year vehicle until it left the market in , the Chevrolet Camaro had been a staple of America's

pony car scene. Without it, the Ford Mustang went relatively unchallenged, as the Dodge didn't
revive the Charger sedan until , and the Challenger coupe until So, when the Camaro finally
returned for the model year, it was sure to make an impact. The fifth-generation car, which
spanned until , did away with the sleek, streamlined design Chevrolet had adopted in the s.
Instead, the new Camaro showcased a retro-inspired look reminiscent of the first- and
second-generation cars. Under the hood, shoppers had a choice of either a V6 or a V8. The 3.
For drivers who need the low rumble of an American V8, the naturally aspirated 6. Interestingly,
those numbers dropped down to and , respectively, when the Camaro was fitted with a 6-speed
automatic transmission, rather than the 6-speed manual. Shoppers who want even more from
their Camaro can look into the ZL1 trims which, starting in , employed a supercharged 6. When
compared with Mustangs and Challengers of the time, the fifth-generation Camaro stood out as
a more capable performer along twisty roads. While the other pony cars retained much of their
"great-in-a-straight-line" driving style, Chevy had taken pains to tune the Camaros suspension
against more athletic competitive benchmarks. Inside, the Camaro also left the austerity of the
earlier-generation models behind. A touchscreen infotainment system arrived, and the car's
interior technology adopted a clear visual language. Square gauges in the driver's information
binnacle, a quad of analog gauges at the base of the center stack, and chunky round dials with
d-pad-style controls all added to the Camaro's retro flavor. Chevrolet would evolve this design
over the years, culminating in today's sixth-generation car. Used Chevrolet Camaro for Sale
Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find
Chevrolet Camaro listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Salman. Tuscaloosa, AL
Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Request Information. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Private
Seller: Av. Shoppers Also Consider The Chevrolet Camaro is a good choice for an affordable
sports car, but there are others. Read more. The Chevrolet Camaro is over 3, pounds of pure
American muscle. Chevrolet Camaro Reviews Review. With such low miles it was like it was a
brand new car. Previous owner maintained very well. A that had been driven less than miles
average per year. The Camaro SS drives great but is claustrophobic. The LS is strong and the
LT2 six cyl. The LT 2 and the ss are both very cheaply designed and appointed , thank God they
made great strides forward on the and up. Other than the cheapo interior the car is fine. To bad
they are stopping production in Probably to be repla This car is a great value in terms of value
per dollar. I will admit there is one or two feature I would have like to had, but they were not deal
breakers. Enthusiastically happy LT1 owner. What CarGurus' Experts are Saying About the
Chevrolet Camaro â€” Fifth generation: From its debut as a model year vehicle until it left the
market in , the Chevrolet Camaro had been a staple of America's pony car scene. Chevrolet
dealers in Atlanta GA. Chevrolet dealers in Chicago IL. Chevrolet dealers in Dallas TX. Chevrolet
dealers in Houston TX. Chevrolet dealers in Los Angeles CA. Chevrolet dealers in Miami FL.
Chevrolet dealers in New York NY. Chevrolet dealers in Philadelphia PA. Chevrolet dealers in
Washington DC. Blue door trim and instrument panel applique Includes SS embroidery. Blue
Interior Accent Trim Package Stylish Black interior sports Blue accents on the front and rear
seats Matching Blue stitching on the steering wheel, shift knob, door armrest, center console
and seats Blue applique on the door trim and instrument panel SS models include SS
embroidery. Do not use summer-only tires in winter conditions, as it would adversely affect
vehicle safety, performance and durability. Inferno Orange door trim and instrument panel
applique Includes SS embroidery. Inferno Orange Interior Accent Trim Package Stylish Black
interior sports Inferno Orange accents on the front and rear seats Matching Orange stitching on
the steering wheel, shift knob, door armrest, center console and seats Inferno Orange applique
on the door trim and instrument panel SS models include SS embroidery. Not available with L99
6. Not available with any other decals, stripes or LPO wheels. Red Appearance Package
Includes:Hash mark decals 21" 5-spoke wheels with Black inserts and Red flange stripe
Red-painted engine cover Premium carpeted floor mats. Unapproved combinations may change
the vehicle's performance characteristics. For important tire and wheel information, go to Select
configuration:. Body Type. Seating capacity. Trunk Volume. Fuel Economy. Performance Specs
Engine and Transmission Engine. Steering Steering Type. Wheels Wheels Type. Suspension
Front Suspension. Tires Front Tire. Fuel Tank Fuel Tank Capacity. Dimensions and
Measurement Exterior Dimensions Length. Interior Space Seating Capacity. Weight and Towing
Curb Weight. Cargo Space Trunk Volume. Bluetooth Connection. Hard Disk Drive Media
Storage. Premium Sound System. Satellite Radio. Smart Device Integration. WiFi Hotspot.
Auxiliary Audio Input. Entertainment System. MP3 Player. Interior Trim Bucket Seats. Cloth
Seats. Leather Seats. Leather Steering Wheel. Premium Synthetic Seats. Vinyl Seats. Woodgrain
Interior Trim. Comfort Head-Up Display. Navigation System. Steering Wheel Audio Controls.
Power Liftgate. Power Mirror s. Adaptive Cruise Control. Automatic Parking. Climate Control.

Cooled Front Seat s. Cooled Rear Seat s. Cruise Control. Hands-Free Liftgate. Heated Front Seat
s. Heated Rear Seat s. Heated Steering Wheel. Keyless Entry. Power Driver Seat. Power
Passenger Seat. Remote Engine Start. Remote Trunk Release. Seat Memory. Universal Garage
Door Opener. Keyless Start. Navigation from Telematics. LPO, Hash mark decals. Cross-Traffic
Alert. Rear Parking Aid. Blind Spot Monitor. Lane Departure Warning. Lane Keeping Assist.
Night Vision. Tire Pressure Monitor. Brake Assist. Stability Control. Traction Control. Frontal
Barrier Crash Rating. Side Crash Rating. Rollover Rating. Airbags Driver Air Bag. Front Head Air
Bag. Front Side Air Bag. Knee Air Bag. Passenger Air Bag. Rear Head Air Bag. Rear Side Air
Bag. Seatbelt Air Bag. Warranty Warranty Summary Basic. Now Buzzing. Login Sign Up.
Popular Tags. By Make. By Car Type. By Price. Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Timely response to my initial inquiry. However, my second inquiry has
not produced a response. I reached out to this dealership some time ago. Sales Representative,
David kept me updated on a Mini that caught my interest. The purchasing process was quick,
and safe with Covid precautions. I love my new car super clean and perfect for my needs.
Thanks you all. The dealer advertised a faulty car and it took them almost 5 days to refund my
deposit. Ended up buying the car from them. They also put in emission test and new battery if
needed as the battery was dead when we arrived. They were super friendly and very easy to
work with. Quick sale. Best experience we have in the 4 days of car shopping in Phoenix. These
guys rock! We bought the van, it broke down a few miles later. They had a flatbed there in 20
minutes. Took it back to their shop, called me the next morning and repaired it at no cost! I
definitely recommend them! Great to work with and had the car ready for me to test drive. Even
washed it before my appointment. All I can say is that this dealership is one of the best dealers
that I've ever been to. Julie was Awesome! I would recommend anyone looking to buy now or in
the future to buy from Nick Mayer Chevy. They go above and beyond to call of service. Great lot,
good cars at good prices, and really good customer service, I would definitely recommend.
Milan motors was great! They contacted me very promptly and we actually stayed on the phone
for about 45 mins. The salesman walked around the car and gave me every detail I asked for. He
was very patient and was in no rush to pressure the deal. So why advertise it? Got a good car
for a good price. Eleazar was responsive and easy to work with. But the deal was still good even
with that needless charge. The car had just come onto the lot and the salesman didn't know
much about the car. He did get back to me with my questions. Not a good way to do business. I
drove over an hour and a half to be disappointed. The person I spoke with seemed uninterested
in what I wanted and seemed ready to get off the phone. The car is in one state and I'm in
another. I thought the car could be delivered but the dealership said they didn't do that. I can't
afford to travel miles for a car that may not be there when I get there. Thet offered no options to
hold car for me or to figure out a way to make that sale happen! I was going to pay cash for the
car but I'll take my business elsewhere! They suck. I call the dealer in the morning made
appointment to test drive the car. Never went back. Such an awesome atmosphere. Jorge was
fantastic to deal with. Such a great car experience. Thank you guys. Purchased this vehicle and
had excellent experience. My salesperson Dan was very accommodating and always got back to
me quickly. I came from out of state [7 hours away so they quoted my trade fairly through
pictures and had everything ready for when I arrived. Best dealer experience I've had and would
even make the trek back when my wife wants something new. This was a very painless
experience, they were able to take care of everything from insurance to DMV content. It was so
nice to be able to drive off the lot and have everything done. How to keep the Camaro
competitive in the meantime? An exterior paint-color shuffle, a no-longer-standard tonneau
coverâ€¦ and little else. Thankfully the Camaro already has a lot to live for in the final year
before the next-gen, still partially motivated by the monstrous mid-cycle refresh in As it stands,
even the base-level Camaro provides the performance to promote passion in even the most
persnickety. With hp and lb-ft of torque, the 3. The V6 will get you 28 mpg on the highway with
the 6-speed manual transmission and 17 when cruising around the city. Not as good as the V6
option in the Mustang, but more powerful. As much as the V6 has the numbers to prove its
performance chops, many still have trouble considering it a Camaro without 8 pistons pumping.
For that flavor, the weakest V8 comes in the SS trim with a 6. Actually, those numbers apply
only with the 6-speed manual. With the correct transmission in place, the SS will skip to 60 in 4.
The ZL1 trim gets you a supercharged version of the same engine, pumping out a forced hp and
lb-ft of torqueâ€”enough to lop nearly a half-second off that sprint to The cut Camaro has at its
center a 7. Of course, you don't actually get a shoulder harness, but the option for retrofitting is
there. If you want the performance but not the sacrifice, the ZL1 is more your style. There you
get the adaptive MagneRide suspension, Brembo brakes, foglights, 8-way power heated front
seats, rear parking sensors and a rear-view camera, a 7-inch touchscreen with MyLink, heated
mirrors, head-up display, leather and a 9-speaker Boston Acoustics stereo. Here, the

MagneRide takes up most of the slack, though. No such luck with the SS, which drops the
upgraded brakes and adaptive suspension but still offers plenty of performance for those not
wanting to downgrade to the V6. If you go with the 2SS package, you'll retain most of the luxury
and comfort features as well. The LT adds foglights, power seats and the 7-inch touchscreen,
and the 2LT package adds most of the features found in the ZL1. However, the big problem with
every one of these different versions is glaring and unfortunate: visibility. A difficult rear view is
practically expected here, but thick A-pillars and a low-slung roof and seat make the forward
scene no joy to take in either. GM says more are on the way, so fill out the order sheets before
the sixth generation arrives! We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Camaro listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Private
Seller: Salman. Tuscaloosa, AL Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. CarGurus User. Private Seller:
Av. Request Information. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Angus
MacKenzie and I got into a debate years ago about performance driving aids. I argued there is
nothing wrong with using technology to go faster. MacKenzie argued they were Band-Aids for
insufficient suspension tuning, that good, old-fashioned testing and tuning could produce the
same results without computer intervention. Camaro engineers tuned and tuned this car's
suspension geometry and shock valving and aerodynamics until the computer wasn't
necessary. Each time it hit the track, we had no second thoughts about turning off the computer
because the grip was so high, the handling so good, and the on-limit and over-limit behavior so
predictable and controllable that the safety net was redundant. Tires, mostly. We burned the
first set off tracking it against the Porsche GT3. The second set was cooked after a retest with
the optional wickerbill spoiler attachment installed. The third was sacrificed in the long-awaited
test against the new Mustang GTR. That doesn't include two patches to the same tire a week
apart from running over screws in the road or a blowout on a brand-new tire that left an editor
stranded for seven hours on the side of a desert back road. It was replaced under warranty.
There were other service items, as well. The car took three oil changes in the 18, or so miles we
drove it. The first was elective, not required, as the owner's manual wisely suggests changing
the oil and differential fluid after break-in and before tracking the car. Then there's the elective
stuff. The car felt uncharacteristically loose and squirrely during that test, so we had the
alignment double-checked and the optional wickerbill spoiler installed. Chevrolet , owner of the
car, insisted on paying for the add-on, and we stuck Chevy with the alignment bill, too. We also
ran into a few unexpected repairs. A few months in, the car started making a popping noise
when the chassis twisted, such as when entering a driveway at an angle. It's a known problem
with the fifth-generation Camaro and was fixed for free by "dimpling" the offending metal under
the car with a hammer. Around the same time, the driver's seat recline function stopped
working. A new power recline motor was ordered and installed under warranty. Finally, just
before we returned the car, it developed an intermittent power steering problem that was traced
to a loose wheel speed sensor at the front left wheel, probably knocked loose during the last tire
change and also fixed under warranty. Anyone who's ever tracked a car knows how fast you go
through tires, it's just price of admission. Goes through gas pretty quick, too, with an observed
average of just Sure, there were a few complaints along the way, but they were mostly
compromises demanded by any track car. It's loud, the interior is cheap, and it rides like that
project car you put coil-overs on when you were 18 hard, very hard. None of this was enough, in
part or as a whole, to dampen my enthusiasm for the car. Bouncing around on bumpy roads and
trying not to crunch the big front splitter on everything were prices I was willing to pay to have
naturally aspirated horsepower under my right foot, a manual shifter in my right hand, Thor's
personal trumpet playing behind my head, and the ability to out-corner nearly every other car on
the road at any time. It's a toy, a track special, and I'm going to miss driving the hell out of it
every day. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
Heads up! Highlighted items are for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement options. Found a
bug? Have a question about Chevrolet Camaro wheel specs? Share your knowledge! WheelSize. Wheel fitment and tire size guide and knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for
vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose a tab below to get fitment data for your vehicle or to find
vehicles matching your criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car By tire size what

vehicles use this tire size By rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size Widget to
your website New! Search by car make, year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget
for your website! V Restyling [ Chevrolet Camaro 3. It is measured in millimeters. Some factory
wheels have a center bore that matches exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the
wheel centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset
of 35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the offset of the wheel originally fitted to the
vehicle. PCD is measured in mm. Chevrolet Camaro 6. Chevrolet Camaro 7. See Alloy Wheel
fitment information for Chevrolet Camaro for other model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help
us with our new project TiresVote. Submit tire review. Your email was successfully sent. Notify
about the error in selected text Add your data and comments Send us the correct data Other.
Refine your search. Manual Automatic 1. Coupe Convertible 1. Gasoline 95 Diesel 4. Sport Cars
Hot Hatch 2 Racing Stripe 2. Popular Similar Cars. Refine search. Black over black leather
6-speed manual transmission has the air condition option with only 4k original miles Garage
Kept. Black exterior with black interior. Manual transmission. Rear wheel drive! Click for more
details. Google Ads. Comoptions:description camaro z28 - the car is like brand new with miles.
Has all options available. Comoptions:bright yellow additional charge - premium paint. Some
features that set it apart are; dual mode exhaust, suede steering wheel, Recaro Performance
seats with microfiber inserts and 19" forged aluminum wheels. It comes with lightweight inch
alloy wheels, a special track-oriented suspension, performance tires and large carbon-ceramic
brakes. Other features include an audio system, air-conditioning, power windows and locks,
steering wheel controls and cruise control. The performance standout of the model line remains
the Camaro SS Coupe. Toyota Of The Black Hills has a wide selection of exceptional pre-owned
vehicles to choose from, including this Chevrolet Camaro. Com has thousands of used cars all
priced thousands below retail with no stress of negotiating price and no commissioned sales
people. Out of area customers now can have vehicles shipped right to their front door! Secure
hold deposits available upon request. The dealership makes no representations, expressed or
implied, to any actual or prospec warranty available. Don't be surprised to see prices on these
Z28's appreciate once all new inventory at Chevy dealers is sold--this is a Very Special car. This
baby's life is just getting started. Rear spoiler, leather seats, mp3 player, keyless entry, remote
trunk release. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. All fees and
programming subject to change. Not included or available in any other state. No spare tire or
wheel for any state. This car has no air conditioning. This Z28 is as new as it gets Air
Conditioning. Clean carfax, one owner, red with black leather, power mirrors, cd player, 19''alloy
wheels, rear spoiler, steering wheel audio control, tire pressure monitor system, power windows
and locks, cruise control and tilt steering, 6-speed manual, balance of factory warranty
remaining and much more! Non-commission sales team and free car wash for life. Preferred
equipment group z28 2 front cup holders, 3. Prices do not include tax, title and license. The
pricing and equipment shown is believed to be accurate, but we do not warrant or guarantee
such accuracy. Call or email for complete vehicle specific information. This z28 is as new as it
gets. It was special ordered by its owner. It was picked up at the dealership by an enclosed
transport and taken to the garage where it was put into the climate controlled storage bubble. I
opened it and took theses pictures. Its a little dusty in the pics but otherwise in brand new
condition. The battery was connected to a tender and the vehicle started up every few months.
All original documentation, paperwork, stickers, plastic covers and everything that came from
the factory is here and in the location or position as it left the factory. Please call tom with any
questions. Air Conditioning. Audio input, bluetooth, carbon fiber trim, carpeted floor mats,
center arm rest, center console, cup holders, daytime running lights, onstar, rear spoiler, rear
spoiler, remote trunk lid, roll stability control, side curtain airbags, tire pressure monitor, vanity
mirrorsdescription chevrolet camaro z28 - procharged one owner!! We have lots of new and
used vehicles with features that can come loaded with options like navigation, dvd,
entertainment, bluetooth, blueray, leather, heated seats, heated front seats, heated rear seats,
vented seats, cooled seats, backup camera, blind spot monitoring, heated steering wheel,
sensors, sunroof, moonroof, panoramic roof, bedliner, tow package, power lift gate, running
boards, bedliner, vacuum, stow an go, and remote start. Check out the options to make sure.
We have loads and loads of used vehicles that can come loaded with options like navigation,
dvd, entertainment, bluetooth, blueray, leather, heated seats, heated front, heated rear, vented
seats, cooled seats, backup camera, blind spot monitoring, heated steering wheel, sensors,
sunroof, moonroof, panoramic roof, bedliner, tow package and remote start. It is equipped with
a 6 speed manual transmission. It is offered with the remaining factory warranty. Audio input,
bluetooth, premium wheels. Get the new look for the used price on this one owner vehicle.
Previous owner purchased it brand new! This terrific chevrolet is one of the most sought after
used vehicles on the market because it never lets owners down. Please ask for the internet

sales department. In addition to the recognition as one of the magna society dealers in the u.
Z28 package!! Experts report"strong acceleration with any engine; head-turning looks; capable
handling. Why buy from uswe back every car we sell with a warranty and typically have over
quality used cars and over 2, new cars on the lot. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy. T F Email:
sales westcoastcamaro. Shopping Cart 0 View Wishlist. CALL: 1. Car Covers Custom fit car
covers for indoor and outdo Reproduction Wheels Reproduction Wheels. Chrome, Matte Black,
Tires Tires. Chrome Wheel Exchange Wheel Exchange. Chrome, Gloss Black, Matte Chrome, M
Suspension suspension, lowering kits, sway
2005 volkswagen jetta interior
2008 dodge caliber starter relay location
35 hp vanguard parts diagram
bars, coil Blackout Kits Side marker blackout, fog light blackout, GM Licensed w Diecast
Diecast Model Cars. Drinkware travel mugs, tumbler sets, coffee mugs, dr Keychains Chrome
Keychains. GM Licensed with T-Shirts T-Shirts. Used Parts We have a great selection of quality
Used Filter Your Results. You have selected:. Year: Camaro Parts and Accessories. Start Over.
Search results:. Shop By Price Used Camaro Parts 5. LS LT RS SS Z28 ZL1 Amount per page: 12
24 48 72 96 Add to Cart. Camaro Front Fender Vents. Camaro Rear Window Louvers. Donington
Camaro Wheels - Matte Black 20x8. Camaro Gen 5 Curb Alert. Bolt In - Chromoly Steel. Camaro
Seatbelt Harness Pad. Camaro Underhood Led Lighting Kit. Camaro Harness Bar. Orange, CA
View wishlist Shopping Cart: 0 Items. Your shopping cart is currently empty. This is the topic
Named: emptycarttext. Close Checkout. View cart Your Wishlist: 0 Items. Your wish list is
currently empty. This is the topic Named: emptywishlisttext. Close Move all to Cart.

